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MYSTERIOUS SHOOTINGS

Hochsprung: when did she have time to call the local newspaper?

Principal Dawn Hochsprung and school psychologist Mary Sherlach

were killed execution-style.

Astonishing-story

Sandy Hook School Principal Dawn Hochsprung told The Bee, that a

masked man entered the school with a rifle and started shooting...

Shooting Reported Sandy Hook Elementary School | The Newtown

"This doesn't sound like a person who threw herself in the path of

the gunman to stop him. The story as we have been hearing it is the

shooter went in to the office, the principal turned on the PA system

so everyone could hear what was coming down... and then she tried

to stop him.

When did she have the time to call the newspaper?

Did she do this before the shooter came in to her office? If she did,

shouldn't she have turned on the PA before making that phone call

and told the teachers to lock their rooms because a shooter was on

scene."

The Paper's Comment about the Principal - What Could they have

been thinking?
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SANDY HOOK & AURORA Referenced In BATMAN Movie!

There don't appear to be any eye-witnesses to Adam Lanza killing his

mother or killing anyone else, for that matter.

Jewish 6-year-old Noah Pozner youngest of Newtown shooting

victims

The controversial Tom Heneghan alleges that "Nancy Champion

Lanza, the mother of the alleged Connecticut shooter, Adam Lanza,

was a CIA P2 analyist working for the Defense Research Projects

Agency (DARPA) and also for the Department of Homeland Security

(DHS)."

The Shining Light: Tom Heneghan - Psyops, Black Ops and Rip Offs

Operation Gladio involved murders of civilians, carried out by the

CIA-NATO.

The good people of Connecticut might like to study events in

Belgium.

In the 1980s, a squad of US Marines were parachuted into Belgium,

and met by a member of Belgian military intelligence.
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On a busy Saturday, three armed hooded men entered a supermarket

and started shooting. Eight people were killed, some while trying to

escape.

The attack was linked to the American military.

aangirfan: GLADIO STYLE ATTACK IN LIEGE

In 1991, Belgium's former deputy prime minister, Andre Cools,

announced that he was about to make some revelations.

Among the names that Cools promised to present evidence on were

Dick Cheney, Neil Bush, Frank Carlucci, Donald Rumsfeld...

Cools was shot dead, before he could speak out.

Andre Cools

In 1996 there were reports that the gangs involved in the Cools'

killing had been involved with Marc Dutroux.

The discovery of computer discs at Dutroux's house, in 1996,

"unraveled an international pedophile ring involving Belgium, the

Netherlands, Portugal, the U.S., Great Britain, Japan..."

"The names found on the computer disks reached into the highest
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levels of politics and society in the various countries and

institutions, including some of the very members of the Belgian

government who had originally been implicated in the assassination

of Andre Cools..."

Dutroux, who supplied children to the elite for sexual abuse and

murder.

"The Dutroux-Nihoul case also sparked a revival of interest in a

parallel case unearthed in the United States, as part of the late 1980s

Congressional and special prosecutors probes of the Contra Supply

operations.

aangirfan: GLADIO STYLE ATTACK IN LIEGE

"The American case involved CIA- Col. Oliver North initiated

drugs-for money-for weapons operation, and also the Franklin

Credit Bank of Omaha, Nebraska, run by Larry King, a powerful

African-American Republican Party operator, whose savings and

loan institution was used to launder funds for Oliver North's

Contras.

"When former Nebraska state senator John De Camp undertook a

probe of King's activities , he uncovered a nationwide pedophile ring,

servicing some of the wealthiest and most powerful figures in the

Omaha business and political elites in the Republican Party circles

of George Herbert Walker Bush..."

aangirfan: GLADIO STYLE ATTACK IN LIEGE
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"According to Reuters (15-12-12), Chief Medical Examiner H. Wayne

Carver stated that the gunman in the school shooting used a rifle

primarily, and that the victims were shot multiple times from 3 to 11

times.

"Since the police claim the rifle was still in the trunk of Adam

Lanza's mother's car, how could it have been used as the primary

weapon?

"Unless of course, there were indeed multiple shooters involved.

Hei Hu Quan

"Also, news reports Friday circulated, stating that mother Nancy

Lanza had worked at the elementary school.

"A news conference on Saturday, the school superintendent said

there was no evidence that she had ever worked at the school, either

as a full-time or substitute teacher, or in any other capacity.

Hei Hu Quan

Suzanne Collins resides in Sandy Hook, Connecticut. Suzanne

Collins wrote The Hunger Games. In this book, children are

regularly selected to compete in a televised battle to the death.

Collins is from a military family.

"During the slaughter, the school's intercom was turned on,

something that would only be done by professionals, or persons

trained in their tactics.

"The use of which is to instil chaos and terror, confuse amount of

shots fired as well as direction.

Hei Hu Quan

"If this was run as a classic black op, it would consist of a three-

person team with a recon/spotter and two wetwork operatives.

" If Adam Lanza was involved at all, it was as him playing out a

programmed 'Call of Duty' gaming fantasy, only to be put down and
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left as a very convenient, very dead patsy."

Hei Hu Quan

Sandy Hook Elementary School, Newtown, Connecticut

Sometimes there is a connection between school shootings and

pedophile rings.

In Connecticut, at least 89 children have been sold for sex since

2009.

Child sex slavery: Few pimps sent to jail | The Connecticut Mirror

"112 Connecticut public school teachers and coaches have lost their

credentials due to sexual misconduct with students since 1992."

Your Family Resource

"Three boys, ages 14-15 years, were sexually abused and then

murdered .... by three men ... identified as Dr. Chesky (a surgeon),

Leonard Stewart (OPEC), and Tippy Richardson (CIA).

"The bodies were then transported to Connecticut by car and then

buried on a farm."

Coverup ......
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Recent evacuation drill at Sandy Hook

"Adam Lanza's mother 'battled' with the school board and ended up

having her son home-schooled."

Adam Lanza's family.

Had Adam and his mother uncovered a powerful pedophile

ring in Newtown and were they, and some of the school

staff, about to act as whistleblowers?

"Some Columbine victims’ family members suspect that Sheriff

Sullivan was involved in a “butt rape” incident involving the alleged

Columbine shooters."

Who really killed the Connecticut children?

The Dunblane school shootings are linked to a pedophile ring

involving top people. 'Covering up paedophile scandal?'...

Is there a link between the Connecticut shootings and child abuse

rings?

In 2011, "Operation Rescue" rescued 230 sexually abused children.

The abusers included teachers.

"Arrests so far have been made in ... Connecticut."

Some of the children were as young as seven.

Massive pedophile ring busted; 230 kids saved - US news

"Some Columbine victims’ family members suspect that

Sheriff Sullivan was involved in a “butt rape” incident
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involving the alleged Columbine shooters."

Who really killed the Connecticut children?

Remember Thomas Hamilton?

The UK's George Robertson was Secretary General of NATO.

Reportedly, on 13 March 1996, in Dunblane in Scotland, Thomas

Hamilton, armed with four hand-guns, opened fire on a junior

school class, killing 16 children.

"Lord Robertson was the referee on Thomas Hamilton's shotgun

licence."

('Blair covering up paedophile scandal?' www.tpuc.org)

It has been suggested that Thomas Hamilton was a brainwashed

patsy and that the real shooters were working for the security

services.

In the Dunblane shootings, "none of the survivors would have been

able to obtain a good viewing of the gunman.

"Most of those that did see the gunman would have immediately

associated him with the figure of Thomas Hamilton that lay dead

within the gymnasium after the massacre. That is the way the mind

works."

The Murder of Thomas Hamilton | Dunblane Exposed
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